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There are many types of 

printmaking but I have a deep 

love for relief printmaking—in 

particular, linocuts and woodcuts. I 

enjoy all of the steps, time consuming as 

they can be, in the process: designing, 

carving, inking, and printing. If you have 

ever used a rubber stamp then you have 

done a simple form of relief printing. 

Now is the time to design your own 

image to create unique pieces of art. 

Your image can be a geometric or floral 

design to be used to create pattern or it 

can be a complete image in and of itself. 

I do both depending upon the final 

effect I desire. I have used my printing 

plates on clothing as well as on fabric to 

incorporate into art quilts.

If you are new to printmaking or feel 

that you can’t draw, I would recommend 

you start with a very simple image. 

Remember, the printing plate and 

final image are mirror images of each 

other. This is critical to keep in mind, 

especially if you choose to use words in 

your design.

In workshops, I have my students start 

by making a 3" x 3" design. I ask them 

to use simple shapes so they can get 

used to how the tools cut, and their 

time investment is less than working on 

a detailed or larger image. This way they 

can quickly move on to learning how to 

ink and print their design. 

Once the plate is carved, experiment 

with color combinations by changing 

the color of the ink and the base fabric. 

The sky is the limit as you explore this 

method of adding imagery and pattern 

to your work.

InstructIons
1. Draw a design on paper using a 

pencil. 

Tip: I use tracing paper because it is easy 

to erase stray pencil marks if I change my 

design. 

2. To transfer the design to a piece of 

linoleum, place the paper with the 

image touching the plate and then 

rub the back side of the paper with a 

wooden spoon. The graphite image 
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Materials
• Fabric

• Tracing paper 

• Pencil

• Linoleum (I use Jack Richeson  

Easy-To-Cut Lino.)

• Oil-based relief printing ink 

(Speedball® or Gamblin®)

• Linoleum carving tools

• Brayer

• Wooden spoon

• Freezer paper

• Masking tape

• Baby wipes

• Mineral oil or baby oil

• Paper towels

• Sheet of thin craft foam or cardboard

• Spray bottle of water

• Fine tip marker 

• Paper or plastic to cover the work 

surface
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will transfer to the plate. If the image 

is hard to see, go over the lines with 

a fine tip marker. 

3. Begin carving the image. Use a 

variety of sizes of U and V-shaped 

gouges. I generally outline a section 

of the image with a small V gouge. 

4. Continue to carve the plate to 

complete the image. Remember, the 

areas you carve away are where the 

fabric will show and the part of the 

plate that remains the original height 

is where the ink will go.

Prepare to print
1. To prepare the fabric, lightly mist it 

with water and place it under a piece 

of plastic so the fabric will be evenly 

damp with no wet spots. Let it sit 

while you prepare the inking station.

2. Tape some freezer paper to a smooth 

surface. I use a piece of Plexiglas®. 

Use an inking tray or heavy piece of 

safety glass as a palette. I use freezer 

paper because it makes clean-up 

easier.

3. Squeeze a line of ink across the top 

of the freezer paper.

4. Using the brayer, roll out a thin layer 

of ink on the freezer paper. You want 

a thin coat of ink distributed evenly 

on the brayer; it will make a hissing 

sound as you roll the brayer through 

the ink.

5. With brayer, roll a thin layer of ink 

onto the printing plate. Be careful 

to put on only a thin layer so you 

do not fill in any of the cut-away 

areas with ink. If that happens, 

however, take the time to wipe off 

the ink where you want to see only 

unprinted fabric.

6.  Place the prepared fabric on top of 

a piece of cardboard or foam. This 

will prevent the ink from bleeding 

through the fabric onto the table and 

is particularly important if you are 

printing on a T-shirt or other item of 

clothing.

7.  The inked plate will be placed on 

the fabric ink side down. It is critical 

that you place the plate down and 

not move it. Moving it will smear the 

ink and ruin the print.

8.  Use a wooden spoon to firmly rub 

over the entire back side of the 

plate, being careful not to move the 

printing plate on the fabric. You 

must apply firm pressure for the ink 

to transfer.

9.  Lift the plate off of the fabric in a 

single motion.

10.  Allow the ink to dry. This might 

take a week. 

Finish up
1. Use the printed fabric in art quilts or 

clothing. The fabric can be washed 

by hand and I have even machine 

washed clothes that are printed.

2. Use baby wipes and mineral oil 

to clean the printing plate and 

brayer. As long as you are prompt 

in cleaning you do not need to use 

any other solvents. This is especially 

important if you are working at 

home or are sensitized to solvents. 

The freezer paper eases clean up 

since you can just throw it away.  
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CAUTION: Never carve toward 
the hand that is stabilizing the plate. It 
is possible for the tool to slip and hurt 
your non-carving hand.
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